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Dear Cut Maya Aprita Sari:

Greetings from GIAP Journals,

Thank you for submitting the manuscript, "CORRELATION OF SOCIAL CAPITAL AND POVERTY FARMERS IN ACEH" to Humanities & Social Sciences Reviews. This article will be reviewed and considered for possible publication as per the revised publication schedule available at http://giapjournals.com/index.php/hssr/announcement/view/31.

But if the similarity index is high or contents are plagiarized, the article will be rejected without peer review and the author will receive a separate email.

Please be informed that this **journal charges 425$** as publication fees to cover the cost and approximate time from submission till publication maybe around 3 to 4 months. We are not fast track publication so thanks for being patient.

**Next Step:**

1. All co-authors of this article should fill the required information in this [Google Form](https://forms.gle/e4Q3B8E6rJmJcUwq7) as soon as possible. It is mandatory before we start the review of your article.

2. Join [GIAP Library Email list](mailto:giaplibrary@hssr.in) to receive new articles directly in your email box.

**Probable Timeline for Publication:**

1. A special Article ID will be assigned and emailed separately to the corresponding author **that you must use in Email subject line when communicating with us.** [approximate time 1 week]

2. Article sent for double blind peer review. Our team will contact you after we receive a review report. [approximate time 8 weeks]. Kindly be patient as sometimes this duration can be longer.

3. The author completes revisions and resend articles to communicating GIAP team members.

4. The author receives Letter of Acceptance/Rejection email [approximate time 2 weeks].

5. In case of acceptance, payment instructions will be sent. The author need to complete payment as soon as possible and send the receipt to editor@hssr.in with this Email subject line <Payment completed Article ID.......>

6. After payment received, the article will be copyedited and published and the author will be notified by email. [approximate time 1 week]. During copyediting author may receive an email for our team for further improvement or clarification, that needs to be completed urgently.

For any query always use special article ID that you receive in a separate email. Thank you for considering this journal as a venue for your work.

Dr Suneeta Shukla
Article Id assigned to your HSSR article
1 message

Dr Suneeta Shukla <editor@hssr.in>  Thu, Nov 21, 2019 at 11:54 PM
To: cutmayaapritasari@unsyiah.ac.id

Dear Author
Greetings from HSSR

Thanks for submitting your valuable research result for possible publication in Humanities & Social Sciences Reviews (HSSR). Kindly note down following article ID assigned to your research article. Always mention your Article ID in the subject line of the email during communication with us. It will help us to provide an update very fast.

Article Title: "CORRELATION OF SOCIAL CAPITAL AND POVERTY FARMERS IN ACEH"
Article ID: H8160
APC: 425$ - A separate email will be sent with details of payment mode if the article will be accepted.
We suggest you visit www.hssr.in for full details. In case of any disagreement, you can withdraw your article at this very first stage

--
With Warm Regards
Dr. Suneeta Shukla
Managing Editor, HSSR
GIAP Journals

Mission: HSSR Journal aims to become the most trusted Indian journal of humanities & social sciences research by the year 2022.
Dear Author

Greetings from GIAP Journals [HSSR]

This is to inform you that Editorial office of Humanities & Social Science Reviews, has received peer reviews comments/suggestions for the following article.

- Article ID/ Title: "CORRELATION OF SOCIAL CAPITAL AND POVERTY FARMERS IN ACEH"
- Similarity Index [Checked by iThenticate (Turnitin Software)]: 9%

You are expected to revise your manuscript as per the following suggestions. Read all part of the email carefully and act without fail.

Reviewer A comments:

Please do revise your manuscript as per suggestion inside the manuscript.

Further comments are indicated in Red color inside the file. See them and revise accordingly. After corrections kindly indicate at the same place that the corrections are done by writing [Done] in square brackets.

Reviewer B comments:

- The manuscript must be arranged as per attached hssr template. Especially abstract should be written in 5 subheadings of Purpose, Methodology, Main findings, Implications, Novelty.
- The title should tell the true story of the research article.
- First two lines of the abstract should tell about what has been done in this research. Don’t tell the background of research in the abstract. All background information should go in the introduction section.
- Enter six (6) keywords that truly represent the essence of research work. Three keywords should be in article title also.
- All citations must be hyperlinked with references. For help see this video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z3Oi0Xhkd8c&t=2s

Note on Plagiarism and Similarity:

GIAP Journals follows ZERO Plagiarism policy. We check all articles by iThenticate (Turnitin software). You are expected to see attached similarity report as well and take the following actions:

1. Wherever you see the similarity, full paragraph or 2 to 3 lines full copy-pasted, you need to rewrite in your words. It will reduce similarity.
2. If you are taking any text, information, idea, images, data, table, etc. from some source then you should do paraphrasing and you have to give citations to that source. Otherwise, the article will be labeled as Plagiarized and Rejected and no query will be entertained.
3. If your Similarity index is above 10%. You need to send a new Turnitin report from your side showing a similarity of less than 10%.

In case you have any query on this plagiarism issue contact our expert on What’s App on +968 97124850.
Note: Kindly do all revisions in an attached file only, don’t change file name or extension and send me back within 7 days. If you are not following the above suggestions, either your article will be rejected or delayed.

Best Regard
Dr. Suneeta Shukla
Managing Editor
HSSR
Humanities & Social Sciences Reviews [2395-6518] is indexed by Scopus in 2018
Mission: HSSR Journal aims to become the most trusted Indian journal of humanities & social sciences research by the year 2022.
Article Revision Request [HSSR] Article ID H8160

Cut Maya Aprita Sari <cutmayaapritasari@unsyiah.ac.id>  
To: Suneeta Shukla <suneeta@hssr.in>

Dear Managing Editor of HSSR,

the revision is attached

Regards,

Cut Maya Aprita Sari, S.Sos, M.Soc.Sc  
Political Science Department  
Faculty of Social Science and Political Science  
Syiah Kuala University  
Hp. +6285207062056

H8160 (1) (1).docx  
97K
Article Acceptance Letter [HSSR] for Article Id H8160

Dr Suneeta Shukla <editor@hssr.in>
To: cutmayaapritasari <cutmayaapritasari@unsyiah.ac.id>
Mon, Dec 30, 2019 at 10:08 PM

Dear Saifuddin Yunus, Suadi Zainal, Fadli Jalil and Cut Maya Aprita Sari

Greetings from GIAP journals

It's my pleasure to inform you that after the peer review, your following article has been accepted to publish with Humanities & Social Sciences Reviews [eISSN 2395-6518].

Title: CORRELATION OF SOCIAL CAPITAL AND POVERTY FARMERS IN ACEH

Your paper will be published online within 6 weeks from the date of receipt of acceptance letter. Feel free to contact the undersigned if you have some query or need any assistance.

--
With Warm Regards
Dr. Suneeta Shukla
Editorial Assistant
GIAP Journals

Mission: HSSR Journal aims to become the most trusted Indian journal of humanities & social sciences research by the year 2022.

---

Cut Maya Aprita Sari <cutmayaapritasari@unsyiah.ac.id>
To: "saifuddinyunus@unimal.ac.id" <saifuddinyunus@unimal.ac.id>
Mon, Dec 30, 2019 at 10:10 PM

[Quoted text hidden]

--

Regards,

Cut Maya Aprita Sari, S.Sos, M.Soc.Sc
Political Science Department
Faculty of Social Science and Political Science
Syiah Kuala University
Hp. +6285207062056
H8160-Payment of Article Publication Charge [APC]

Cut Maya Aprita Sari <cutmayaapritasari@unsyiah.ac.id>  
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 at 11:02 AM

To: Dr Suneeta Shukla <editor@hssr.in>

Dear Dr. Suneeta,

I already made the payment through Western Union. The MTCN Number is 3692773156. You will find the receipt of payment in attachment.

Article Id: H8160  
Author: Saifuddin Yunus, Suadi Zainal, Fadli Jalil, and Cut Maya Aprita Sari  
Title: Correlation of Social Capital and Poverty Farmers in Aceh

Regards,

Cut Maya Aprita Sari, S.Sos, M.Soc.Sc  
Political Science Department  
Faculty of Social Science and Political Science  
Syiah Kuala University  
Hp. +6285207062056

On Tue, Dec 31, 2019 at 1:38 PM Dr Suneeta Shukla <editor@hssr.in> wrote:

Please find the details for payment via western union.

Name - Priy brat dwivedi  
Country - Oman  
Beneficiary contact no.: +96897124850

--

With Warm Regards

Dr. Suneeta Shukla  
Managing Editor, HSSR  
GIAP Journals

Mission: HSSR Journal aims to become the most trusted Indian journal of humanities & social sciences research by the year 2022.

31.12.2019, 06:51, "Cut Maya Aprita Sari" <cutmayaapritasari@unsyiah.ac.id>:

I prefer to pay with western union. Can you give me the details?

On Mon, 30 Dec 2019 at 22.09 Dr Suneeta Shukla <editor@hssr.in> wrote:

Dear Author  
Greetings from GIAP Journals
Hopefully, you have received an acceptance email. Your article publication charges of 425$ is due on receipt of this email. You can pay APC by any of following methods.

A. Pay through PayPal using payments2giap@gmail.com email or click on the link https://www.paypal.com/paypalme2/giapcharges to pay APC. [you can change currency and pay in your choice of currency equivalent to APC]. In note mention article ID.

B. Pay through Western Union. Contact us for Western Union details.

C. Only for Indian Nationals in INR Payment: Indian Nationals can do NEFT transfer / Cash Deposit (No Foreign Currency allowed) in the following account:
   - Bank Name: Central Bank of India
   - Account Name: Gyandhara International Academic Publications
   - Account Number & Type: Current Account no 3221446180
   - IFSC Code: CBIN0281621
   - Beneficiary Phone Number: +918828061724
   - Branch Address: JVPD, Juhu Vile Parle (West), Mumbai, 400056, India

After payment, mention article ID in the subject line and email the receipt.

--

Regards,

Cut Maya Aprita Sari, S.Sos, M.Soc.Sc
Political Science Department
Faculty of Social Science and Political Science
Syiah Kuala University
Hp. +6285207062056
Cut Maya Aprita Sari <cutmayaapritasari@unsyiah.ac.id>  

Irregularities in Article[H8160]  
2 messages

Dr. Gulbir Singh <gulbir@giapjournals.com>  
Sun, Jan 12, 2020 at 12:58 AM

To: cutmayaapritasari@unsyiah.ac.id  
Cc: GIAP Journals <editor@giapjournals.com>, Dr Suneeta Shukla <editor@hssr.in>

Dear Author,

I received your article for final copyedit and I found that you didn't follow the APA-7th edition format for your article references. So kindly correct/convert them within the attached article and revert me within 3 working days.

APA 7th Edition Syntax:

Thanks & Regards,

Dr. Gulbir Singh, Ph.D  
Editorial Assistant,  
GIAP Journals  
Website: www.giapjournals.com  
Whatsapp: 09719042509

Mission: GIAP Journals aims to become the most trusted, Indian publisher of the latest academic research content across the globe by the year 2022.

Indexing: GIAP Journals are indexed in SCOPUS (HSSR), ISSN, Index Copernicus, Cross Ref, Google Scholar, PKP Database, Academia Edu, IIJF.

GIAP articles are digitally archived and preserved by LOCKKS at Stanford University, Canada.

Humanities & Social Sciences Reviews [2395-6518] is indexed by Scopus in 2018.

Save trees. Print Only When Necessary

H8160.docx  
79K

Cut Maya Aprita Sari <cutmayaapritasari@unsyiah.ac.id>  
Mon, Jan 13, 2020 at 2:27 PM

To: “Dr. Gulbir Singh” <gulbir@giapjournals.com>  
Cc: GIAP Journals <editor@giapjournals.com>, Dr Suneeta Shukla <editor@hssr.in>

Dear Dr. Singh

hereby i attach the article with APA 7th edition format.

Regards,

Cut Maya Aprita Sari, S.Sos, M.Soc.Sc  
Political Science Department  
Faculty of Social Science and Political Science  
Syiah Kuala University  
Hp. +6285207062056
Dear Author,

Greetings from GIAP Journals

I am happy to inform you that the following research article authored by you has been successfully published in Humanities & Social Sciences Reviews [eISSN 23956518]. Thank you for publishing your valuable research results in this journal.

Title: CORRELATION OF SOCIAL CAPITAL AND POVERTY FARMERS IN ACEH

Link to download: https://giapjournals.com/index.php/hssr/issue/view/120

Note: You are requested to kindly visit the above link and verify all details are correct in all respects.

In case any error in the title, author's name, affiliation, etc., intimate us within 48 hrs for correction.

After that time period, GIAP Journals will not take responsibility for corrections whatsoever.

If you wish to increase the Citation Index of your articles, follow these steps immediately:

1. Join SSRN of Elsevier for FREE and upload all published article here. This network will increase your citation very fast.
2. Join Academia Edu for FREE and upload article here. Select keywords carefully so that it reaches to maximum audiences. [Can easily join by GMail]
3. Create a Google Scholar account and you can manually add your articles.
4. Join Mendeley network and share your published article with peers.
5. Upload in your University repositories and share your article with colleagues and peers.
6. Share the above URL of your article on facebook, twitter, and linked-in platforms so that your contacts can see your work and can read and cite.

For more information and tricks, you can contact us on What's App +918828061724

--

Thanks & Regards,

Dr. Gulbir Singh, Ph.D
Editorial Assistant,
GIAP Journals
Website: www.giapjournals.com
Whatsapp: 09719042509

Mission: GIAP Journals aims to become the most trusted, Indian publisher of the latest academic research content across the globe by the year 2022.

Indexing: GIAP Journals are indexed in SCOPUS (HSSR), ISSN, Index Copernicus, Cross Ref, Google Scholar, PKP Database, Academia Edu, IIJF.